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IN ORDER TO CREATE AN INTERNATIONAL GOOGLE SCHOLAR PROFILE, YOU HAVE TO TAKE INTO YOUR ACCOUNT AS A RESEARCHER THE FOLLOWING POINTS:

• TOUGH IN YOUR SPECIFIC SCIENTIFIC FIELD (How to create new research ideas?)
• FLUENT IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE (How to write your assay or article in an excellent English language)
• EXCELLENT SKILLS IN COMPUTER MANIPULATING (How to preview your work as an electronic copy?)
• EXCELLENT SKILLS IN INTERNET NAVIGATION (How to communicate with others via internet?)
• OPEN MINDED AND PATIENCE (How to be motivate, initiative, and expect the best?)
H-Index: How to create a Google Scholar profile

Posted by Imed Bouchrika+ on August 3, 2016 in News & Events, Tutorials No Comments

Google Scholar is a platform for the research community to create an online profile in order to keep track of their research papers and citations. The platform can compute instantly the H-Index and shows the citations history for the researcher. It can be a good way to showcase your papers and the area of research you are interested in.

1. Visit Google Scholar at the following address: http://scholar.google.com. Later click on Sign in at the top right sidebar.

Stand on the shoulders of giants
2. If you have an account with Google, you can use it to sign in and skip to step 6. Otherwise, click on Create account as shown below.

![Create account form](image)

Enter your email

Next

Need help?

Create account

One Google Account for everything Google
Fill in your information.

I prefer to use my current email address
You can use your own institution email address. Click on I prefer to use my current email address. You need to put your email address.

Name

Imed Bouchrika

Your email address

info@guide2research.com

I would like a new Gmail address

Create a password

************

Confirm your password
5. Click **Next step**. You would receive an email to confirm your account that you need to click on the link inside the email.

6. Once you have logged in, Click on **My Citations** at the top.

7. You would be taken to a screen to fill in your professional information: Full name, affiliation... You need to put your email address. Click **Next step**...
You would be taken to a screen to fill in your professional information: Full name, affiliation.... You need to put your email address. Click Next step...

Track citations to your publications. Appear in Google Scholar search results for your name.

Name: Imed Bouchrika
Use your full name as it appears on your papers. For example: Margaret Mead

Affiliation: University of Souk Ahras
For example: Professor of Computer Science, Stanford University

Email for verification: info@guide2research.com
Use an email address at your institution. For example: yourname@mit.edu

Areas of interest: Biometrics, Computer Vision
For example: Artificial Intelligence, Conservation Biology, Pricing Theory

Homepage: http://www.guide2research.com
For example: http://example.edu/~yourname

Next step
The next step is to add the articles that you **have written**. Don’t add articles that you don’t own! That’s *cheating* and can make you look imbecile.

![Google Scholar search results for Imed Bouchrika](#)

Find articles that you’ve written and add them to your profile. Later, you can edit or delete the articles or add more articles to your profile.

**Imed Bouchrika**

*Self-calibrating view-invariant gait biometrics*
M Goffredo, I Bouchrika, JN Carter, MS Nixon - IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, ..., 2010

*Model-based feature extraction for gait analysis and recognition*
I Bouchrika, MS Nixon - ... Conference on Computer Vision/Computer Graphics ..., 2007

[Add all 37 articles]  [See all articles]
This is my formal international Google scholar link:
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=V1Mz1_AAAAAJ&hl=en
There are another important international websites, used to introduce you as a researcher, it work similar and interacted with Google Scholar, for example:

- www.scholar.google.com/citations
- www.researchgate.net
- www.orcid.org
- www.academia.edu
- www.scopus.com
- www.linkedin.com
- www.scival.com (BrightTalk)
- www.mendeley.com
- www.altmetric.com
- www.cambly.com

We are going to navigate in all each sites, I have account in each one, let’s go.
Reads: 402
Citations: 34
Profile views: 1,568

Detailed stats for week ending Nov 27 2016

RG Reach
410
Researchers

RG Reach is a way to gauge the visibility of your work on ResearchGate.
As researchers and scholars, you face the ongoing challenge of distinguishing your research activities from those of others with similar names. You need to be able to easily and uniquely attach your identity to research objects such as datasets, equipment, articles, media stories, citations, experiments, patents, and notebooks. As you collaborate across disciplines, institutions and borders, you must interact with an increasing number and diversity of research information systems. Entering data over and over again can be time-consuming, and often frustrating.

ORCID is an open, non-profit, community-driven effort to create and maintain a registry of unique researcher identifiers and a transparent method of linking research activities and outputs to these identifiers. ORCID is unique in its ability to reach across disciplines, research sectors and national boundaries. It is a hub that connects researchers and research through the embedding of ORCID identifiers in key workflows, such as research profile maintenance, manuscript submissions, grant applications, and patent applications.

My formal and public ORCID website:

http://orcid.org/0000-0003-3831-1659
Dear Dr. EMAD KAMIL,

Thank you for registering for an ORCID identifier. To complete your registration please verify your email address.

[Link to verify email]

Or copy and paste this link into your browser's address bar:
https://orcid.org/verify-email/N0VrUnBkSVU4UHIHemJSWm9YQUlEdUplemVYUnpVakZxTG93L2VjSIElqT2tTSEQ1TXI1bzhZOFJQL0ZMUUtFVA?lang=en

- Your ORCID iD is **0000-0003-3831-1659**
- The link to your public record is [http://orcid.org/0000-0003-3831-1659](http://orcid.org/0000-0003-3831-1659)

**Next steps:**

1. **Add more information to your ORCID Record**

Access your ORCID record at https://orcid.org/my-orcid and add additional information to your record. Funders, publishers, universities and others use the information contained in an ORCID Record to help decrease the record keeping they ask from you. Increase the amount of information you can share in this way by adding other names you are known by, professional information, funding items you have received and works you have created to your Record.
Thank you for verifying your email!

Dr. EMAD KAMIL

ORCID ID

[ORCID.org/0000-0003-3831-1659]

View public version

Get a QR Code for your ID

Also known as

Country

Keywords

Websites

Emails

Biography

Education (0)
You haven't added any education, add some now

Employment (0)
You haven't added any employment, add some now

Funding (0)
You haven't added any funding, add some now

Works (0)
You haven't added any works, add some now
Dr. EMAD KAMIL

Orcid ID: orcid.org/0000-0003-3831-1659
View public version

Also known as
Country
Keywords
Websites
Emails: emad_karril72@yahoo.com

Biography

Education
Al-Nahrain University: Baghdad, Baghdad, Iraq
2001-10 to present (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEPT.)
Asst. Prof. Dr.
Source: Dr. EMAD KAMIL
Created: 2016-04-02

Employment
AL-FURAT AL-AWSAT TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY: BABIL, MUSSAIB, IRAQ
2006-03 to present (PUMPS ENGINEERING DEPT.)
DEPUTY DEAN FOR SCIENTIFIC AFFAIRS AND POST GRADUATE STUDIES
Source: Dr. EMAD KAMIL
Created: 2016-04-02
Dear EMAD,

Thank you for your interest in ORCID Membership for your organization. We will be in contact with you within 3 business days. In the meantime, we have provided some resources for you in the box to the right.

We also invite you to review the API Resources which include a pointer to our free Sandbox environment, where you may start to test your integration plans.

We look forward to working with you!

Cheers,
-Douglas
QR code (abbreviated from Quick Response Code) is the trademark for a type of matrix barcode (or two-dimensional barcode) first designed for the automotive industry in Japan. A barcode is a machine-readable optical label that contains information about the item to which it is attached.
My formal and public academia website:

https://nahrainuniversity.academia.edu/AsstProfDrEmadKamil
### ROTRIB’16

**The 13th International Conference on Tribology**  
September 22-24, 2016 – Galați, ROMANIA

#### SEPTEMBER 22, 2016 – DAY 1  
**FRICITION AND WEAR (FW)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 16:10-18:10| FW 7    | The adhesion and hysteresis effect in friction skin with artificial materials,  
|            |         | K. A. Subhi, A. Tudor; E. K. Hussein and H. S. Wahad  
|            |         | IRAQ, ROMANIA                                                       |

Chairs: Prof. Iulian Cicone (Romania)  
Co-chairman: Prof. dr. Lorena Deleanu (Romania)
Hussein, Emad Kamil
Foundation of Technical Education, AL-Musaib Technical College, Baghdad, Iraq
Author ID: 56534043100

Add to ORCID
www.scival.com (BrightTalk)

Hello Asst. Prof. Dr. Emad Kamil,

Your webinar, SciVal: Data and Insights to Inform Your Strategic Planning, is about to begin. Attend it here: SciVal: Data and Insights to Inform Your Strategic Planning

Martin Edling Anderson, SciVal & Dmitriy Ryabika, Research Analyst, University of British Columbia

SciVal offers quick, easy access to the research performance of 7,500 research institutions and 220 nations worldwide. A ready-to-use solution with...

Nov 29 2016 6:00 pm | 45 mins
ATU
Always
At the
TOP

Canada, United Kingdom, and Denmark

Please turn it ON
www.cambly.com

www.altmetric.com

Who’s talking about your research?

Thousands of conversations about scholarly content happen online every day. Altmetric tracks a range of sources to capture and collate this activity, helping you to monitor and report on the attention surrounding the work you care about.

www.f1000research.com

Proceedings of the 2015 ORCID-Casrai Joint Conference

Browse Channel

Articles

5 ARTICLES SHOW FILTERS

RESEARCH ARTICLE

Journal ratings as predictors of articles quality in Arts, Humanities
To: Asst. Prof. Dr. Emad Kamil

Congratulations

Your publications reached 400 reads

Go to your stats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reads</th>
<th>Current Week</th>
<th>Last Week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>402</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profile Views</th>
<th>Current Week</th>
<th>Last Week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,556</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dear EMAD,

A few weeks ago, EU leaders agreed to increase 2017 EU aid budget beyond the limits set in 2013. Thank you very much for helping make this happen!

An extra €730 million has been allocated to address the global refugee crisis. These funds are added on top of previous funds for long-term development programs. It's great news!

Click here to share it on Facebook:

We did it!
NEXT YEAR’S EU AID BUDGET HAS INCREASED

#EUBudget

Thank you for signing our petition, along with more than 35,000 others. Your voice makes a real difference. Keep making it heard!
On Tuesday, May 10, 2016 2:48 PM, "Burrows, Alan (ELS-OXF)" <A.Burrows@elsevier.com> wrote:

Dear Emad

Thank you for the article. I am sorry to have taken so long to get back to you.

We will try to publish the article before the end of the year, but we have a large backlog of articles to get through, so please be patient with us if you do not hear for some time.

Kind regards

Alan Burrows
My recent full membership 2016
Three sentences for getting success
1) Know more than other
2) Work more than other
3) Expect less than other
William Shakespeare

Any fully valued questions, please?

Thank you so much for attention
Emad

For more info please contact me directly on my formal email shown below
emad_kamil72@tcm.edu.iq